Resubmitting a Proposal with Changes

It is possible that a proposal will need to be pulled out of Consensus Review to be resubmitted with vocabulary changes.

1. To pull the proposal back into 'Proposal Draft' where you can make additional edits, click on the 'Needs Revision' button.

2. The proposal's state will change to 'Proposal Draft' and you can make modifications to vocabulary objects.
   a. NOTE: that once you pull back into 'Proposal Draft', it is highly likely that you will need to update your branch (as the master branch has likely been updated since your initial proposal). Sourcetree will let you know if you need to do so.
   i. To update your branch, follow the instructions here: Updating Your Branch

3. Once the changes are complete and have been committed using Sourcetree, click the 'Submit' button.